FlexPLM 10.1 for Designers

Overview

Course Code: WBT-3671-0
Course Length: 11 hours

In this course, you will learn how to complete basic FlexPLM functions, including how to access and browse in the FlexPLM environment. You will also learn how to locate and view product information and how to manage principle business objects such as seasons, products, and colorways. You will gain a high level understanding of how to find and create objects in the FlexPLM Library used for the day-to-day management of plans, concepts, materials, and product line development data, as required by the FlexPLM user community. You will also learn how to work with the Adobe Illustrator plug-in and how to associate FlexPLM documents and product image pages to Illustrator files. After completing this course, you will be prepared to complete basic FlexPLM tasks and activities, manage product development information, and have a better understanding of the FlexPLM system implementation at your company.

You will complete Pro/FICIENCY skills assessment questions for each topic. These questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the course topics.

Course Objectives

• Access and navigate within the FlexPLM environment
• Locate and view information stored in FlexPLM
• Create and manage palettes, colors, and materials to be used for product development in FlexPLM
• Use various tools and utilities to modify and manage FlexPLM seasons, products, and colorways
• Manage seasonal product definitions and sources
• Use line sheet views to present and manage product development for a season
• Use various tools and utilities to manage product specifications and their components
• Manage product samples and details
• Manage FlexPLM documents and Image pages with Adobe Illustrator file associations

Prerequisites

• Basic browser and Web navigation skills
• Basic understanding of Product Lifecycle Management processes and deliverables as they relate to seasonal product development

Audience
• This course is intended for production staff and system support staff. People in related roles will also benefit from taking this course.
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